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NATO of California/Nevada

Information for the California and Nevada Motion Picture Theatre Industry

C A L E N D A R
of EVENTS &

H O L I D A Y S

 DECEMBER 2004/JANUARY 2005

December 8-15
Hanukkah

December 9
NATO of CA/NV
Members ADA

Conference Call

December 25
Christmas Day

December 31
Happy New Year!

January 1, 2005
New Year’s Day

January 17
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Day

January 26
NATO of CA/Nev Board
of Directors Meeting

February 12
Lincoln’s Birthday

February 14
Valentines Day

February 21
President’s Day

February 22
Washington’s Birthday

March 14-17
ShoWest

❖❖❖

~Legi s la t ive  Update~
By Terri Thomas, Thomas Advocacy Inc.

LEGISLATIVE YEAR ENDS ON A HIGH NOTE
Signaling his continued strong support for the business community and efforts to revitalize the

California economy, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoed AB 2832 (Lieber), the mandatory
minimum wage increase. This was a significant victory for NATO of CA/NV (NATO) members and
the coalition which worked very hard to ensure that the Governor got the message of the damage this
measure would have caused California businesses. Under the direction of President and CEO Milt
Moritz, NATO, and its members contributed significantly to the overall coalition effort urging a veto.
Congratulations all around!!

In addition, on November 2nd California voters defeated Proposition 72 which would have
authorized the full implementation of legislation requiring mandatory health coverage of employees
and their dependents for employers of certain sizes. Had this measure gone into effect, many NATO
members would have been required to modify their coverage policies to include all employees and in
some cases, dependents at prescribed coverage levels. Again, this would have put another burden on
employers who are providing jobs to many students and older workers in an industry that is
environmentally clean and forms one of the key building blocks of the California economy. The Governor
communicated to the voters that he
also opposed this measure.

2004 LEGISLATIVE
YEAR IN BRIEF

Of the 2,489 bills which were
introduced during this last year, the
Legislature sent 844 bills to the
Governor for his action. He signed
571 and vetoed another 273, forming
the basis of many analyses regarding
his public policy agenda. In all, the
Governor signed fewer bills than any
recent first-year governor and rejected
nearly 25 percent of the measures sent
to his desk. The most common view
is that he is a pro-business, socially
moderate, environmentally conscious
Republican who believes that for the
most part, people should be free to
make their own judgments about their
lives. He also demonstrated that a
belief that reducing the interference

See LEGISLATIVE UPDATE,
continued on page 3
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United States Department of Justice
Settles with Cinemark

By Gregory F. Hurley, Esq.

After years of litigation the first settlement has been reached between a theatre
owner and the U.S. Department of Justice on “line of sight” issues. The settle-

ment is detailed and complex. It involves changes to existing theatres, and new construction. This is
not the “safe harbor” provisions that NATO has been asking the DOJ to promulgate for years. How-
ever, the DOJ has indicated a willingness to work with other theatre owners on settlement terms or
safe harbor design standards. The DOJ seems to recognize that NATO members may have unique
design or operation issues that may require unique settlement terms.

In the last issue of Previews (available at www.NATOCALNEV.org/pdf/Oct-Nov04Previews.pdf )
we discussed the DOJ’s request for comments on “line of sight” issues at movie theatres in the
Department’s recently published Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM). The DOJ
intends to issue new rules for movie theatres, and those rules may differ from the terms of this
settlement. This settlement is very new and there has been no comprehensive analysis on how it may
relate to the line of sight issues raised in DOJ’s ANPRM, or California law.

Terms of Settlement
The settlement agreement identifies 79 Cinemark stadium style theatres that are currently oper-

ating and 9 Cinemark stadium style theatres that are in the design stage. Of this universe of 88
theatres, Cinemark is required to make renovations in 11 theatres. Cinemark has five years to make
the modifications. If there is difficulty getting a construction permit or if getting a permit would
require loss of 15% greater number of seats than originally estimated or would cost more than 15%
of what was originally estimated, Cinemark can renegotiate with the DOJ.

New Construction
With regard to new construction, the consent order provides various alternatives that the DOJ

agrees would meet the current DOJ standards, Section 4.33.3 of the current ADAAG and the new
2004 revised ADAAG. Since the DOJ revised standards based on the revised ADAAG have not yet
been published, no mention is made of such standards. The alternative new construction compliance
options track the DOJ advanced notice of proposed rule making ( ANPRM) but give further options
by approving a set of prototype designs submitted by Cinemark.

The DOJ seems to have agreed that for new construction in auditoria of under 300 seats, wheel
chair locations can be placed on a riser in the rear 60% of the seats in the auditorium. A riser is
defined as an elevated tier usually 6 to 18 inches in height.

In auditoria of 300 seats or over, two options are provided. Either place all wheel chair spaces in
the rear 60% of the auditorium or provide one half of the required wheel chair spaces in the rear 50%
of the auditorium and the remainder in the first half of the auditorium but not in the front row. In
either case, the wheel chair locations must be on risers.

In both under 300 seat auditoria and 300 seat and over auditoria, all required wheel chair spaces
must be on risers, must be integrated into the general seating pattern, must provide an unobstructed
view of the screen, and must provide a one to one ratio of shoulder to shoulder companion seating.

There is strong language in the consent decree limiting the DOJ’s rights to assist private plaintiffs
who believe that the theatres covered by the consent order are not in compliance with the ADA.
There is also a provision for Cinemark/DOJ mediation of future disputes. Cinemark has the right to
submit future plans to the DOJ for approval. If the DOJ doesn’t approve or reject the plans within a
certain time period, the plans will be considered to be approved.

See  JUSTICE DEPARTMENT SETTLEMENT, continued on page 14
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of government in business decisions, unless it is to protect
the workforce or the public from a significant harm, will lead to
a revitalized California economy and greater prosperity for all.

The Governor started the year with a promise to fix the state’s
“broken workers’ compensation system”. By April he had worked
out a bipartisan consensus package which among other things
restructured the way medical treatment is delivered to injured
workers by allowing the creation of network pools of doctors,
capping temporary disability payments, promoting return-to-
work opportunities, modified the permanent disability schedule
which sets guides for impairment ratings, and creating an
apportionment system to assign responsibility for payment of
injuries. While these reforms are only beginning to be
implemented, savings have already been reported by the business
community. The Governor has indicated that more needs to be
done in this area, but there are now tools available to significantly
impact the cost of workers’ compensation premiums and claims.

Having inherited a $16 billion plus deficit, the Governor
looked for ways to develop an acceptable state budget without
having to raise taxes or inflict big cuts to programs. Once again,
he took the lead and led a bipartisan campaign to sell voters on a
$15 billion bond to finance the debt. He pulled out a stunning
come from behind victory in the March primary which ultimately
formed the basis of the final budget deal.

Despite these successes, the Governor found his budget stalled
through the month of July in the Legislature, precluding the
Democrats from attending their national convention in Boston.
The Democrats forced the roll-back of many proposed cuts to
education and social services. Republicans refused to vote for a
budget without more significant cuts. So the Governor once again
took to the road to try to put direct pressure on the Legislature.
Ultimately, after closing a deal with Indian tribes and local
governments and factoring revenues from the March bond, the
budget headed to his desk for signature.

By the close of the Legislative session at the end of August,
the Governor was left with hundreds of bills to act on. For the
most part, he sided with the Republicans on business-related
legislation, but with the Democrats on many environmental and
social issues. Pundits were left wondering just where he might go
next on a policy agenda with his approval rating at record levels.
The Governor capped off the year, by publicly announcing his
support and opposition for various ballot measures and then
actively raising money and campaigning for these positions. He
was successful in almost all of the measures on which he took a
stand. He did not fare quite so well on trying to elect more
Republicans to the legislature. While he actively campaigned in
a selected number of Senate and Assembly districts, no
incumbents were defeated in either house leaving the Legislature
at exactly the same numbers to begin the 2005-06 Session as
they had in the 2004-05 Session. Going into the new year, the

Senate will be composed of 25 Democrats and 15 Republicans
and the Assembly will consist of 48 Democrats and 32
Republicans.

The close of the Session brought about the retirement (due
to term limits) of President pro Tempore John Burton (D - San
Francisco) and the selection of Senator Don Perata (D - Oakland)
as his successor. While he must still be formally elected by the
entire body when they return on December 6, 2004 for swearing
in, he has already begun to select his leadership team. The
Assembly will continue to be led by Assemblyman Fabian Nunez
(D - Los Angeles) who was just elected Speaker last year and can
potentially serve until 2008. The Republicans will be led by
Senator Dick Ackerman (R - Irvine) in the upper house and
Assemblyman Kevin McCarthy (R - Bakersfield) in the Assembly.
While all members elected or re-elected in November were
officially sworn in on December 6, 2004, the new session will
not really get underway until January, 2005.

THE YEAR AHEAD
 We look forward to another exciting and challenging legislative

session ahead. While the Governor vetoed numerous bills, in many
cases he included messages which invited lawmakers to try again
next year with improved versions of their proposals. He tried to lay
out his objections as a road map for future action. We can anticipate
that several bills which were onerous to the business community will
be reintroduced with an attempt to negotiate compromises.

The Governor will once again be facing a budget shortfall of
at least $6 to $10 billion dollars and the easy fixes are no longer
available. He will be pressured by the Democrats to consider an
approval of tax increases even on a temporary basis and
Republicans will be strongly pushing for deeper cuts and reforms.
To this end, he will consider the recommendations of the
California Performance Review Commission, better known as
CPR, a bipartisan body charged with recommending major
reforms in the structure of state government. The Governor likes
to refer to this as “blowing up the boxes.” A 250 member team of
state workers prepared the recommendations contained in the
2,500 page report which essentially guts one-third of the state’s
public boards and commissions and consolidates power under
the executive branch. The Governor is currently studying these
proposals and will make his views known when the legislature
returns next year. You can expect these proposals to divide the
members and the parties once interest groups state their positions.
All of this will accompany the release of the proposed 2005-06
State Budget on January 10, 2005 which will represent Governor
Schwarzenegger’s first “true” State budget. It will be off and
running in the New Year.

 I thank you for the support you have shown me during the past year
and for the extremely capable leadership of Milt Moritz. I look forward to
another successful year of representing your interests in Sacramento. ▼

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE, continued from page 1
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2004
Fall/Winter

Film Product
Seminars
This year as in the past,

a record number of theater
personnel turned out to see
and hear studio representa-
tives from Buena Vista,
DreamWorks, Focus Fea-
tures, 20th Century Fox/Fox
Searchlight, Lions Gate
Films, MGM, New Line/
Fine Line, Paramount,
Sony Entertainment, Uni-
versal and Warner Bros
present footage from 91
upcoming film releases.

The day-long semi-
nars, courtesy of Century
and Pacific Theatres, were
held at the Pacific Galleria
Stadium 16 and Century’s
Oakridge 20 Theatres in
Sherman Oaks and San Jose
respectively.  In addition to
the studio presentations,
Variety Clubs of Southern
California and Northern
California provided theatre
managers with a preview
look of the upcoming
Spiderman-Gold Heart
campaign.

Special acknowledg-
ment and thanks go to
Pacific’s Cameron Garcia
and Nida Kowathana and
to Century’s Chris Aulisio,
Mai Paseuth, Lisa Johnson
and their respective staffs
for the warm welcome and
efforts in making these
seminars so successful.

Watch Previews for the
dates and locations of the
Spring/Summer Product
Seminar where the winners
of the NATO of CA/NV
Showmanship Campaign
will be announced. See
page 7 of this issue or visit
our website, www.
NATOCalNev.org, for
details. ▼

Northern California

Marciano Pimental, Ivon Perez and
Manuel Bocanegra of Century Theatres.

Brian Epling, Monica Stephens,
Chris McDonald and Erin McKinney

of Brenden Theatres

Jack Nyblom, Ron Regalia, Chris Rondolos and
Stephanie Luciani of Camera Cinemas

Sharon Davidson of Cinelux Theatres with
Craig Gildea and Corey Sturges of

Oakdale Cinema

Charlene Sievers presents prize to
raffle winner, Kyle Cornelius of

Century Theatres

Charlene Sievers and Milt Moritz present
certificate of appreciation to hosting

manager Chris Aulisio

Cody Rich and Stephanie Gibbs
of Cinema West

Rusty and Sara Murphy of MET Cinemas with Ron Litvin,
James Ziegler and Lori Litvin of Selma Theatres

Eric Tabak of DreamWorks with
Christy Ventura and Ken Jacquart

of Dolby

Milt Moritz with raffle winner
Barbara Bahia of Regal

Chad Smart, Jackie Martinez and Alex DeLeon
of Premiere Cinemas
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Southern California

Milt Moritz (L) and Charlene Sievers (R) of NATO of
CA/NV thank our Pacific Galleria Stadium 16 hosting

managers Nida Kowathana and Cameron Garcia.

Jon Effron, Program Director for Variety –
The Children’s Charity introduced the 2005 Spiderman

Gold Heart Campaign.

David Rosales of Sony/Columbia
with Braddy Reis of Regal

Milt Moritz with Jerry Forman
of Pacific Theatres

Ashley Szabo and Cameron Garcia of Pacific
surround Chris Chouinard of Paramount

Eric Tabak of DreamWorks and Kelly
Ritchey-Davoren of Pacific Theatres

Gerrit Van der Bend of Loews Cineplex
and Larry Oya of Pacific Theatres

Allison Palmer and Casey Sandin of
Rialto Cinemas

Laval How, Terry Otis and Claudia Flores
of Mann Theatres

Susie Hernandez, Lawrence Pedrosa and Fernando Castillo of Central Coast Cinemas
with Holley Castillo and Larry Rodkey of L&R Theatres Inc.

(Front) Cynthia Orellana, Universal; Mike Polydoros, Lions Gate Films; Vinele Grana,
New Line Cinema; Scott Carson, Universal and Wendy Armitage, Sony/Columbia.

(Back) Zack Beebee, New Line Cinema; John Hall, Universal; Demetri Panos, Lions
Gate Films, David Rosales, Sony/Columbia and Tony Cheng, MGM

Sharon Thull, Phoua Miyoshi, Henry Miyoshi and
Tim Funaoka of Regal

for more product seminar photos, visit www.NATOCal Nev.org
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Motion Picture Theatre Companies Adopt
United Position on Digital Cinema

At the recent national NATO Board Meeting a unanimous Board of Directors adopted a resolution that describes their fundamental
objectives regarding the potential transition to digital cinema. The following is the full text of this resolution:

~RESOLUTION~
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS • NOVEMBER 18, 2004 • DANA POINT, CALIFORNIA

Whereas, technology is being developed for motion pictures
to be exhibited at movie theatres in a digital format; and,

Whereas, from 1999 to the present, digital versions of motion
pictures have been exhibited to the public on an experimental
basis; and,

Whereas, in March 2002, the major Hollywood studios formed
a joint venture, “Digital Cinema Initiatives (DCI),” to establish
and document voluntary technical specifications for an open
architecture for digital cinema that ensures a uniform and high
level of technical performance, reliability and quality control,
and to examine and facilitate the development of business plans
and strategies for the transition to digital cinema; and,

Whereas, DCI has sought and received the input of the
National Association of Theatre Owners (NATO), individual
movie theatre companies, and other segments of the motion
picture industry in its process; and,

Whereas, DCI has shared its work on technical specifications
with the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE), an organization that is engaged in the process of
developing technical standards for digital cinema; and,

Whereas, on September 8, 2004, DCI announced both the
completion of its overall system requirements and specifications
for digital cinema with the upcoming release of Version 5.0 of
the voluntary DCI Technical Specification, and the end of any
significant business planning activities by DCI staff; and,

Whereas, DCI staff later announced that Version 5.0 will not
be the final DCI Technical Specification, and no final technical
specification has actually been released by DCI to date; and,

Whereas, recent press reports have indicated that several
different business models are now being discussed by some of
the major Hollywood studios; and,

Whereas, the members of the Board of Directors of the National
Association of Theatre Owners believe that planning for digital
cinema is at a critical juncture; now, therefore, in order to
maintain competition and promote the interests of movie
patrons,

Be it Resolved, that the members of the Board of Directors
of the National Association of Theatre Owners do hereby
describe some fundamental objectives regarding the potential
transition to digital cinema, including but not limited to the
following:

With respect to quality, that
The large-scale introduction of digital cinema must significantly
enhance the theatrical experience and thus bring real benefits to
theatre audiences; and that,

Digital cinema systems must provide a theatrical experience that is
better than what can be achieved today with a 35 mm answer
print; and that,

Digital cinema systems must provide quality levels superior to the
quality levels available in home entertainment systems; and that,

Movie studios and movie exhibitors should investigate a manner
of “branding” the digital cinema experience exclusively for theatrical
exhibition; and that,

With respect to standards and competition, that
The components and technologies used must be based on open
and global standards that foster competition amongst multiple
vendors of equipment and services and ensure that content can be
distributed and exhibited anywhere in the world; and that,

Each of the components of the system must be built around clearly
defined standards that ensure interoperability between different
makes of equipment; and that,

The hardware used in the system must be easily upgraded at
reasonable cost as advances in technology are made; and that,

The hardware used in the system must meet reliability requirements
that equal or exceed the reliability of 35 mm film hardware; and
that,

The digital cinema systems must permit a single inventory of
content to be distributed and exhibited on all equipment
installations; and that,

With respect to security and operational control, that
Content decryption keys must be delivered for all auditoriums
within an exhibition complex for each movie; and that,

The digital cinema system must support a policy of “No Dark
Screen,” such that movies will play in a non-repudiate manner
unless the exhibitor attempts to play the movie in a different
exhibition complex, or outside the licensed play period (to include
a reasonable testing period); and that,

The delivery of movie security keys to a playback system must
irrevocably enable the playback of the movie for the duration of
the engagement; and that,

See RESOLUTION, continued on page 7
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The system must allow the exhibitor to have full discretion over the selection of
auditorium, schedules, and presentation of advertisements, trailers, features and other
content; and that,

Audit logs shall be owned and maintained by the exhibitor; and that,

With respect to financing, equipment selection, roll out and ownership, that
Because the installation of digital cinema equipment will result in significant savings
to motion picture studios and significant costs to motion picture theatres, the motion
picture studios should develop a universal financing plan pursuant to which the motion
picture studios will be responsible for paying all costs related to the purchase and
installation of digital cinema equipment as part of the initial roll-out, and operation,
maintenance and upgrades of the equipment to the extent that those costs exceed
ordinary operation, maintenance and upgrade costs of 35 mm film projectors; and
that,

A universal financing plan must be supported by all major motion picture studios
through one financial entity or a consortium of financial entities, and that all other
motion picture studios willing to participate in the plan must be given the opportunity
to do so; and that,

As part of their support for the universal financing plan, studios must commit to
provide digital content where digital cinema equipment is available; and that,

The financing plan must permit participation of all exhibitors and all movie complexes
and auditoriums, regardless of size or geographic location, within a reasonable time;
and that,

Exhibitors must be able to select the equipment to be installed and to own the
equipment at the end of the financing period; and that,

Exhibitors must be able to acquire playback equipment with confidence and knowledge
that all studios will authorize movie playback for the life of the equipment; and that,

Equipment manufacturers should provide exhibitors with cost analyses related to the
maintenance, upkeep, life expectancy and likely obsolescence of any equipment prior
to equipment selection; and that,

Complete digital cinema systems, based on specifications and standards, must be
installed and tested for a reasonable time in a beta market prior to the initiation of a
wide-scale roll-out; and that,

The roll-out sequence must ensure competitive fairness between all exhibitors and
distributors willing to participate, with a region-to-region or market-by-market roll-
out to be considered. ▼

W E ’ V E  R E L O C A T E D !
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEATRE OWNERS

OF CALIFORNIA/NEVADA

11661 San Vicente Boulevard, Suite 830

Los Angeles, CA 90049-5116

Phone: (310) 460-2900

Fax: (310) 460-2901

E-Mail: Office@NATOCalNev.org

PLEASE CHANGE YOUR RECORDS.

How is your
campaign
coming along?

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF THEATRE OWNERS OF
CALIFORNIA / NEVADA

2 0 0 5

■ If your theatre is a member in good
standing of the National Association of
Theatre Owners of California/Nevada,
you are eligible to enter the 2005
Showmanship Awards contest
sponsored by NATO of California/
Nevada.

■ A total of up to ten $2,500 awards will
be presented to the most outstanding
and effective campaigns based upon
creativity and originality.

■ The contest will run from May 1,
2004 through January 31, 2005. All
entries must be received in the NATO
of California/Nevada office no later
than March 1, 2005.  Each entry must
be submitted in notebook form
containing a detailed write-up and
captioned photos that provide a full
description of the campaign.
Campaign books must be limited to 20
pages including photo pages. Books
exceeding 20 pages will be disqualified.

■ Winners will be presented at the
NATO of California/Nevada 2005
Spring/Summer Film Product Seminar.

■ Eligible campaigns may cover a broad
range of promotional efforts including
feature film openings, charity events,
theatre grand openings, institutional
theatre promotions, etc.

showmanship
A W A R D S

RESOLUTION, continued from page 6
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New Changes in the
State Energy
Conservation Regulations

By Gene Boecker, NATO of CA/NV Code Consultant

Recently, California revised its regulations regarding energy conserva-
tion. There were a number of changes that resulted in an impact for
both new and existing theatres. The regulations previously had very

limited application to existing buildings. Now, if there are any alterations or
repairs, those too must be in compliance with the statutes. There are two ex-
ceptions whereby compliance is not required:

1. Substantial funds had been expended in good faith on planning, design-
ing, architecture, or engineering of the building before the adoption date of
the provision.

2. Compliance with the requirements of the provision would be impossible
without both substantial delays and substantial increases in costs of con-
struction above the reasonable costs of the measures required to comply
with the provision.

It is NOT a retroactive document but will, however, apply to any modifi-
cations to the exterior skin of the building, purchases of HVAC equipment,
reroofing, major changes to indoor or outdoor lighting, and electrified signage
concepts.

Single Zone HVAC systems must have zone demand controls. Hence, if
any major work is being proposed for the heating and cooling systems then
individual controls may need to be added where none were in place before. Air
distribution ductwork must be sealed against leakage. Consequently, if new
ductwork is installed, either that new section must be sealed off from the exist-
ing ductwork so that the leakage test can be performed or else the entire
ductwork system must meet the leakage criteria.

Ductwork is required to be insulated and pipes with hot or chilled water
must be insulated.

An electric power budget has been established for movie theatres. If dis-
play lighting or special effect lighting is provided, there are maximum wattage
usages that are established.

New requirements have been established for exterior signs that limit the
power usage to 12 Watts per square foot for internally illuminated signs and
2.3 Watts per square foot of sign area for externally illuminated signs.

Basically, if what is being done could affect the energy usage within the
building, then not only is a permit required but an energy submission as well.
Rather than simply hiring a contractor to perform the work someone needs to
fill out the energy compliance form and submit that as well. For more infor-
mation contact the California Energy Commission; Sacramento, California
95814-5512; (916) 654-5200. ▼

Gene Boecker, R.A . a project manager with Code Consultants, Inc. is a consultant to NATO of
CA/NV. Mr. Boecker can be reached at 314/991-2633 or via email at
geneb@codeconsultants.com.

CODECODE
ADAMADAM

TRAININGTRAINING
Do your employees

know what to do when a
child is lost in your theatre?
With Code Adam they will!

What exactly is Code Adam? Code Adam

is one of the country’s largest child-safety pro-

grams. It was created and named in memory

of 6-year-old Adam Walsh, whose abduction

from a Florida shopping mall and murder in

1981 brought the horror of child abduction

to national attention. Code Adam consists of

a special alert issued to employees, as well as

specific in-house procedures to be followed

when a visitor reports a missing child. If you

are interested in participating in the program,

send your request for the Code Adam kit com-

plete with Training Video, Breakroom Poster

detailing the “Six Steps of Code Adam” and

Door Decals identifying that your personnel

are trained to respond to missing children situ-

ations to the:

National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children

Charles B. Wang International
Children’s Building

699 Prince Street

Alexandria, VA 22314-3175
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With marketing gurus extolling the virtues of gift cards
this season, specialty chains are making sure they won’t
be left out in the cold.

Deloitte & Touche’s annual holiday survey uncovered two
things that should work in the favor of savvy retailers. One is
that 64 percent of shoppers plan to buy gift cards, up from 60
percent last year.

“The increase in gift cards comes at the expense of such
holiday-gift staples as apparel, CDs, DVDs, tapes and books,”
according to Deloitte. Not if Blockbuster Video and Movie
Gallery have anything to say about it.

“Gift cards are really at the heart
of our plan for the holidays,”
said Lisa Zoellner,
Blockbuster SVP, general
merchandise. “Our customers
are really looking for easy gift
solutions. We have developed
convenient and compelling offers
for the holidays.”

Gift cards are available year-round
at both chains, but this year
Blockbuster will put them in more areas
around the store, and Movie Gallery will
use added in-store signs to remind
consumers the cards are available at
checkout.

“The thing we do is use our in-store signage to convey the
holiday message, and this year we are focusing on our discount
cards,” said Ted Innes, SVP of marketing at Movie Gallery.
Discount cards are good for movie or game rentals. The value
proposition is $27 worth of rentals on a $20 card or $75 worth
of rentals on a $50 card.

“We promote the rental card as a big item during the holidays.
We focus around the hot titles that are coming out,” Innes said.
“We don’t spend a lot of money merchandising the stores for a
holiday look.”

The chain also offers gift cards in $5, $10 or $25
denominations, with signs and shelftalkers to advertise them.

Presell the Customer “We’re trying to presell our customers
while they are shopping. We want them to think about them as
great gift ideas not only for family and friends but for themselves,”

Are you taking advantage of gift certificate sales?
Take a look at what the competition is doing.

The following is reprinted from Video Store Magazine:

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATE SALES EXPECTED TO INCREASE THIS SEASON
Innes said. “We’ve offered [gift cards] for the past four years, but
most people go the discount card route because of the extra value.”

Both chains have proprietary movie images on their holiday
gift cards. So, while each has a Shrek 2 card, the designs are unique
to each chain. Deloitte also found that 66 percent of shoppers
said they will shop at fewer retailers this year, which plays right
into the Blockbuster strategy.

New this year is Blockbuster’s Gift
and Go holiday bag. It includes a
$5 gift card, an assortment of
candies, a holiday mug and
popcorn wrapped with a bow,
for $19.99.

For a more personalized
gift, customers can build
their own popcorn tubs
stuffed with goodies,
wrapped in special
holiday wraps with
space for a gift card on
the outside.

“It is really taking all the tools,
putting it together in one place,” Zoellner

said. “In the past, they might have gone to another
retailer for wraps and cards.”

Movie-themed popcorn canisters also have sleeves for gift
cards this year. And for finishing touches, Blockbuster has
addressable, tag-shaped $5 gift cards in packages of five.

The chain is also appealing to shoppers who plan to pick
something up for themselves. For every $50 in gift cards,
Blockbuster will give the customer an extra $5 card.

Finally, Blockbuster has gift cards for givers who want to
give back: cards that benefit the Boys & Girls Clubs or the Susan
G. Komen Foundation breast cancer charity, with donations based
on card purchases.

Specialty chains won’t be without competition for last-minute
gifts this year. Even 7-Eleven is getting in on the act. The chain
plans to offer top new movie and game releases, including Shrek
2, Spider-Man 2, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban and
the game smash Halo 2 through the holidays, stocking new titles
on street date. ▼
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As general counsel to many small and medium-sized com
panies we are often surprised at how many clients over
look protecting their valuable brands through the use of trade-

marks and servicemarks. The following article provides guidance on
how to use trademarks and servicemarks to protect your brands.

What Are Trademarks and Servicemarks and
Why Should You Try to Protect Them?

Trademarks and servicemarks are the names, logos and slo-
gans that your business uses to identify its goods and services.
Trademarks identify goods and servicemarks identify services. (For
convenience, we will refer to both as “trademarks.”)

Since consumers come to identify your company as the pro-
vider of a particular type of goods or services simply by spotting
your unique name or logo, trademarks can have a great deal of
value. For example, the terms “Microsoft and “Coke” are valuable
trademarks and signify to consumers a certain level of quality and
a particular type of product. If another company was allowed to
market a product using the same or similar mark consumers would
never be able to tell which product they were buying. Further, if a
competitor’s product was of inferior quality, consumers may be
misled into believing that the original product is inferior or that
the original company is connected to that inferior product.

The most valuable marks are unique marks that are not sim-
ply descriptive of the goods or services they identify. Without tak-
ing actions to protect your trademarks your legal rights are lim-
ited and at worst, a competitor may begin using the same or simi-
lar mark.

Registering Your Trademark With the United
States Patent and Trademark Office Provides
the Strongest Protection for Your Brand

Federal registration with the United States Patent and Trade-
mark Office (“USPTO”) is the best way to protect your trade-
mark domestically. (This article addresses only protecting your
marks domestically. There is a separate process to protect your
marks internationally.) State registration provides backup protec-
tion or an alternative if federal registration is unavailable. (Even
without federal or state registration you have certain rights under
common law that may protect your marks.)

There are several advantages to federally registering your trade-
mark, including: (1) recovering lost profits, damages and costs
and treble damages and attorney fees, (2) being able to claim that
registration is prima facie evidence of your ownership of the mark,
and of your exclusive right to use it, (3) eliminating an infringer’s
ability to raise as a defense good faith adoption of a mark after the
date of registration, and (4) being able to stop the importation

Using Trademarks to Protect Your Company’s Brand
By Brandon Smith, Scherer Smith & Kenny LLP

into the United States of goods bearing an infringing mark.

The above advantages significantly strengthen your negotiat-
ing power with an infringing user. It also decreases the chances
that someone else will begin using the same or similar trademark
since a simple check of the USPTO’s database will often reveal
the existence of your registered mark.

Since it typically takes the USPTO about 12-14 months to
approve the mark once you have filed an application, it is best to
file sooner rather than later.

If you cannot register your trademark with the USPTO you
can try to register your trademark with the state in which you are
doing business. However, state registration lacks the significant
benefits offered by federal registration and as a result is not rec-
ommended where federal registration is possible.

Regardless of how you decide to protect your mark, you must
watch for infringing uses of your mark by other companies. If you
discover that someone is using your trademark in a manner which
may be confusing or is likely to cause confusion with consumers,
you should take actions to protect your rights. If you have a regis-
tered mark, you are required to take actions to protect your mark
or risk a determination that you have abandoned your trademark.

When and How to Use the Symbols “® TM SM”
There are three common symbols used with trademarks: ®

TM SM.

If you have a federally registered trademark, you should use
the ® next to the mark in all publications, including on your
website, posters, advertisements, marketing materials etc. If you
do not use this symbol it will reduce the amount of damages you
can obtain from an infringing user.

If you do not have a federally registered trademark or have a
pending application you should use the ™ symbol next to goods
and the SM next to services in order to put people on notice that
you are protecting your trademark.

If You Have A Registered Trademark There Are
Certain Ongoing Filing Requirements

Once you have registered your mark with the USPTO there
are ongoing registration requirements every ten years when your
registration period expires and between year five and six after ini-
tial registration. If you fail to file to meet these ongoing require-
ments, the USPTO will likely cancel your registration.  ▼

Brandon D. Smith is a founding partner of the San Francisco law firm, Scherer
Smith & Kenny LLP. Scherer Smith & Kenny LLP is the general legal counsel
for NATO of California/Nevada. Mr. Smith can be reached at (415) 433-1099
or at bds@sfcounsel.com.
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COMING SOON: A Hard Sell
The competition is intense for studios to get their trailers played. Threats, side deals

and spies are part of the plot. Then there’s the czar.  (Reprinted from the Los Angeles Times.)

Ken Foreman, director of distributor
relations for the nation’s largest theatre
chain, has 30 movie executives on his speed
dial. Most days, he has those same 30 ex-
ecutives on his back.

Foreman is Regal Cinemas’ czar of
coming attractions. He decides which trail-
ers will be placed before a runaway hit and
which won’t run at all. In his office in Knox-
ville, Tenn., where a map pinpoints Regal’s
560 theatres nationwide, Foreman’s com-
puter chimes constantly, announcing the
arrival of as many as 80 e-mails a day from
people who want their soon-to-be-released
films promoted on his company’s 6,263
screens.

Five minutes don’t pass without a
nudging phone call from an anxious stu-
dio executive in Los Angeles or New York.
Some beg. Some plead. Some threaten.

“It goes with the territory,” said Fore-
man, who is pulling 12-hour days this pre-
holiday season. His wife knows that until
Thanksgiving, she probably won’t see him
for dinner. “She doesn’t complain,” he said.
“It’s part of the business.”

Foreman is on the front line of a high-
stakes battle over those two-minute snip-
pets that can help make or break a film.
Week in, week out, theatre owners and
movie studios square off to determine
whose trailers go where. Distrust is so ram-
pant that studios hire spies to make sure
theatres make good on promises.

Movie marketers will tell you that the
only place their ads are guaranteed to
reach proven filmgoers is not on televi-
sion or in newspapers but inside a dark-
ened theatre – preferably one where the
weekend’s hottest movie is reaching the
most pairs of eyes. Woe to the trailer that
runs first, when many people are buying
their popcorn and Milk Duds. The cov-
eted spot is right before the feature, when
the theatre is full.

At this time of year, as the lucrative
holiday movie season gets underway, stu-
dios are under even more pressure to get
the right trailers in the right spots before
the right movies

“You become nuts,” said Tom Sherak,
a partner at Revolution Studios, who for
years was a top executive at 20th Century
Fox. At Fox, he was known to excoriate ex-
hibitors who didn’t run his trailers. “It didn’t
make me angry. It made me crazy. I would
make up words I never heard before. There’s
a lot of screaming.”

When it comes to reaching what’s
known as a “captured audience,” Century
Theatres President David Shesgreen said,
“the studios have gone from being very
passive to becoming interested to becom-
ing manic.”

Trailers - so named because until the
1950s they ran after the feature, not before
– have been around almost as long as mov-
ies themselves. But during the last decade,
the booking of trailers has become a time-
consuming and highly political endeavor.

Consider “Alexander,” Warner Bros.’
swords-and-sandals epic, which opens na-
tionwide today. Because the R-rated
Oliver Stone movie is expected to draw
mature audiences and action-hungry
young men, more than a dozen trailers
have been vying to run with the film –
about twice the number that can be ac-
commodated. Given the competition,

distributors – which do not normally pay
theatres to run their trailers – use various
powers of persuasion to get their way.

Three years ago, Jeff Blake, vice chair-
man of Sony Pictures Entertainment, did
what in Hollywood amounted to the un-
thinkable: He admitted to paying a theatre
chain about $100,000 to make sure that a
trailer for Sony’s “The Animal” would pre-
cede Universal Studios’ “The Mummy Re-
turns.” Blake, who declined to comment
for this article, was roundly criticized by
other studios that feared he had set a costly
precedent.

But, in fact, industry sources confirm
that many studios find backdoor ways to
reward theatre chains, diverting hundreds
of thousands of dollars of supposed “mar-
keting costs” into a theatre’s coffers, pick-
ing up the cost of newspaper ads, forgiv-
ing the cost of replacing broken film reels
or giving an exhibitor a bigger slice of gross
ticket sales.

“You can see when a [theatre] circuit
and a studio have a deal,” said one top ex-
ecutive who asked not to be named, “be-
cause there is an unusually high level of
play” of that studio’s trailers.

Given the loosey-goosey nature of the
system, keeping track of that level of play is
a daunting task. So the studios hire private
companies – call them truth squads – to
audit trailer traffic.

Each weekend, outfits such as Los An-
geles-based Theatrical Entertainment Ser-
vices and New York’s Certified Reports Inc.
dispatch armies of so-called mystery shop-
pers to theatres. Each studio spends about
$3,000 a week to learn which trailers ran
in the nation’s top 200 theatres. Even more
valuable, some executives say, is when the
tally reveals which trailer got cut.

See COMING SOON: A HARD SELL,
continued on page 12

“…studios have
gone from being
very passive to
becoming
interested to
becoming manic.”
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Recently, for example, Walt Disney Co.
attached a trailer for its upcoming animated
film “Cars” to all prints of “The
Incredibles.” On opening day, the “Cars”
trailer was missing from several of Pacific
Theatres’ screens in the South Bay and
Sherman Oaks.

When Disney executives demanded to
know why, Pacific’s top brass blamed the
theatre manager – a feint, because every-
one knows trailer decisions are made in the
front office, not at the theatre level.

Pacific was eager to make amends, know-
ing that Disney, like other studios, could pun-
ish the company later by refusing to provide
prints of future movies, giving them to com-
petitors instead. When Disney’s mystery shop-
pers went out the following weekend, the
“Cars” trailer was back.

Mystery shoppers aren’t the only ones
tracking trailers. Some marketing-savvy
movie stars and directors have been known
to try to chart where their trailers are run-
ning, usually prompting what’s known as a
“panic call.”

Last summer, for example,
DreamWorks SKG learned that Tom Cruise
would be paying a visit to a local theatre to
watch the trailer for his thriller “Collateral.”
But there was a problem: The theatre hadn’t
planned to run the trailer on the day of
Cruise’s visit. DreamWorks’ exhibitor rela-
tions staff placed a panic call, begging the
theatre to yank a competing studio’s trailer
and replace it with that of “Collateral.”

The theatre owner agreed, then placed
an apologetic call to the studio whose trailer
had been pulled. Notably, the losing studio
didn’t balk.

“The majority of the time, [studios]
will work with us,” said one exhibitor, “be-
cause they know they may have to be mak-
ing that call someday.”

Theatre owners try to walk a fine line
between meeting studios’ needs and test-
ing moviegoers’ patience. Most everyone
agrees that 20 minutes of trailers and ads is
the upper limit.

“People generally like trailers – to a
point,” Century’s Shesgreen said. “It’s like
I like steak – to a point.”

So during the holiday crunch period,
when more than 40 minutes’ worth of trail-
ers routinely vie for screen time, the des-
peration is akin to a life-or-death game of
musical chairs.

“It’s unfortunate,” said John Fithian,
president of the National Assn. of Theatre
Owners, which represents 75% of the
nation’s theatre chains. Many, he said,
“spend more time booking trailers than
booking movies. There is tremendous pres-
sure to play more and more trailers.”

Because theatres have begun to screen
traditional advertising (and are making
$356 million a year doing so,
industrywide), some exhibitors resent the
studios for getting a free ride. For them,
time truly is money – the more trailers a
theatre runs, the fewer times it can show
feature films, the fewer tickets it can sell
and the fewer people it can tempt with re-
freshments (which bring in about $1.5 bil-
lion a year).

Studios, for their part, have long ar-
gued that by luring moviegoers to see
upcoming films, trailers help the theatres
as much as the distributors. “Our rela-
tionship is symbiotic,” said Bruce Snyder,
Fox’s head of distribution. “We may battle
each other like cats and dogs, but at the
end of the day, we need each other.”

Still, everyone acknowledges that the
current system of booking trailers is hap-
hazard at best.

Each week, when a studio delivers a
movie to a theatre chain’s headquarters,
it encloses several trailers “in the can” –
literally in the metal container that holds
the film. Theatres allow one of those trail-
ers to be “attached,” meaning spliced onto
the film itself, and studios usually reserve
this spot to promote their own films. The
four or five other “loose” trailers, mean-
while, are often those of other studios that
have promised to return the favor some-
time down the line.

A trailer in the can has a better chance

of getting shown than one delivered by it-
self. But even when an oral pact has been
struck to run Trailer A with Movie B, ev-
eryone knows that theatre chains have the
last word.

How do they make the call? Regal’s
Foreman says his primary goal is “making
sure everybody is happy” – or at least equally
sad. To maintain good relationships with
every studio, he works hard to spread the
favors around. To keep track of who gets
what, Foreman uses spreadsheets to chart
the location of every trailer played on every
Regal screen.

Another key consideration for trailer
wranglers is the concept of “fit.” A trailer
for an R-rated movie usually doesn’t go with
a PG- or G-rated film, for example. But fit
is about more than ratings. Theatre owners
and studio executives spend a lot of time
trying to pair trailers with movies that ap-
peal to the same type of audience.

For example, Universal Pictures execu-
tives wanted the trailer for their newly re-
leased romantic comedy “Bridget Jones:
The Edge of Reason” to run with two films
they thought would hook female moviego-
ers: the woman-in-peril thriller “Cellular”
and the John Travolta firefighting adven-
ture “Ladder 49.”

Good fit can be hard to find. When
Mel Gibson’s “The Passion of the Christ”
premiered in February, many theatre own-
ers didn’t know whether to run trailers at
all.

“They were afraid of offending,” said
Bob Berney, head of New Market Films,
which distributed the R-rated movie.

The unexpected solution, some theatres
found, was animated fare to appeal to the
film’s largely family audience. John Davis,
producer of “Garfield,” the film treatment
of the chubby, irreverent comic strip cat,
was at first baffled to learn that Fox had
pitched his trailer to run before “The Pas-
sion.” But he was thrilled by the results.

“It got fabulous exposure,” he said,
noting that Gibson’s film raked in $350
million. “You never look a gift horse in the
mouth.”  ▼

COMING SOON: A HARD SELL,
continued from page 11
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In addition to the major workers’
compensation reforms and “sue your boss”
law overhaul already in effect, California
employers face a number of new
requirements starting January 1, 2005.
Following is a brief recap of the new laws.

Sexual Harassment
Prevention

AB 1825 –  requires employers with
50 or more employees to provide two
hours of sexual harassment prevention
training by January 1, 2006 to all
supervisory employees who are employed
as of July 1, 2005.

The new law also applies to entities
that regularly contract for the services of
50 or more people and thus includes
temporary workers and independent
contractors in the employee count.

Any employer who has provided this
training and education to a supervisory
employee after January 1, 2003 is not
required to provide training and education
by the January 1, 2006 deadline.

After January 1, 2006, employers
must train new supervisors within six
months of them assuming a supervisory
position and all supervisors once every two
years.

The training must include “classroom
or other effective interactive training.” The
training must be provided by “trainers or
educators with knowledge and expertise
in the prevention of harassment,
discrimination and retaliation.”

The training must include:
• Information and practical guidance
about federal and state statutory
provisions concerning the prohibition

Employers Will Face Major Changes in Requirements, Labor Laws in New Year
against and the prevention of sexual
harassment.

• Information about correction of
sexual harassment and the remedies
available to victims of employee sexual
harassment.

• Practical examples aimed at
instructing supervisors about the
prevention of harassment,
discrimination and retaliation.

If an employer does not provide the
training, the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing (DFEH) will
issue an order mandating the training.

Payroll Data
Existing law requires every

employer, at the time of each wage
payment, to give the employee an
accurate, itemized statement showing,
among other things, the employee’s
name and his or her Social Security
number. Existing law says that a
knowing, intentional violation of this
provision is a misdemeanor.

SB 1618 – instead requires an
employer, by January 1, 2008, to furnish
each employee with an accurate itemized
statement showing no more than the last
four digits of the employee’s Social
Security number, or an existing
employee identification number other
than a Social Security number.

Mediation
AB 2870 – authorizes the Fair

Employment and Housing Commission
(FEHC) to conduct mediations at the
request of DFEH any time after a
complaint is filed.

Current law authorizes the
commission to conduct hearings in cases

that are prosecuted by DFEH. According
to the commission, it routinely conducts
mediations at the parties’ request, using
hearing officers as mediators in such cases.
The commission says this legislation
codifies current practice and also
authorizes it to mediate a case after a
complaint has been filed, when DFEH
asks for mediation. The legislation also
authorizes the FEHC to either adopt its
own procedural regulations for hearings
it conducts or to follow the Administrative
Procedures Act.

Already in Effect
Already in effect are:

SB 899 – Fundamental changes to
California’s workers’ compensation laws.
The reforms change the manner in which
the level of injury is determined and the
amount of disability assigned to an injury.
Regulations implementing the
requirements for the new medical provider
networks expected to control medical costs
went into effect on November 1.

SB 1809 – An overhaul of the “sue
your boss” law. The reforms included a
bar on “sue your boss” law penalties for
posting, filings or reporting requirements
(except mandatory payroll and workplace
injury reporting) retroactive for pending
cases filed since January 1, 2004. Other
changes included court review and
approval of all settlements, a bar on a “sue
your boss” lawsuit if the Labor Agency
and/or Cal/OSHA cites and an employer
cures or abates; establishing procedures for
the employer and aggrieved employee to
follow before filing a lawsuit; and
employer notice of potential violations
before a lawsuit is filed. ▼

~Source: California Chamber of
Commerce Alert
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FILMS TO VIDEO:
PROJECTED
RELEASE

SCHEDULE
Extended version available at www.natocalnev.org

For additional listings refer to:
www.hive4media.com

Source: Video Store Magazine

EXHIBITION INDUSTRY
“BUYER’S CO-OP”

Of interest to smaller, independent theatre owners is the recently established
Cinema Buying Group. The purpose of the group is to provide those exhibitors
who might not have the buying capacity of larger companies the opportunity to
obtain price discounts on the purchase of different industry goods and services.
The Group has over 700 screens and continues to grow. Membership in the
co-op can provide even more impressive savings when it comes time to purchase
digital theatre equipment.

For more information call the Cinema Buying Group
262/502-0727 or go to their website:

www.cinemasolutions.com

Existing Theatres
This settlement addresses Cinemark’s existing theatres on a theatre by theatre basis.

We have not yet been able to identify any universal standards that the DOJ will accept
for all existing theatres of a certain age. NATO is in the process of reviewing the exhibits
and plans referenced in this massive settlement document for themes. What is of great
interest is the configuration of the seating in the 68 existing Cinemark theatres for
which no renovations are required by the DOJ.

In papers filed with Courts the DOJ has taken the position that in existing stadium
style theatres, at least some of the auditoria in each complex (or in each “market”) had
to be modified to put wheel chair seating on risers and not in the first row. We need to
determine to what extent the Cinemark settlement constitutes a liberalization of this
position.

Critical Issues
The following issues remain to be resolved:

• Will compliance with the terms of this settlement protect theatre owners from
actions by the DOJ ?

• Will executing a settlement with the DOJ protect theatre owners from private
litigants ?

• California’s Title 24 design standards are more rigorous than the ADA, and violation
of California’s requirements can result in claims for damages. How do the terms
outlined by the DOJ compare with California’s Title 24 requirements for theatres?

• It is incumbent upon us to voice our concerns about conflicts between California’s
access regulations and any safe harbor proposed by the DOJ, and the terms of the
DOJ’s pending ANPRM.

The opinions expressed in this article are those of the author only and do not reflect those
of NATO or its members.
Mr. Hurley, a Shareholder of Greenberg Traurig’s Orange County Office, chairs Greenberg Traurig’s
National Accessibility group and is a nationally-recognized expert on disability law. Mr. Hurley can be
reached at 714-708-6500 or at HurleyG@gtlaw.com

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT SETTLEMENT, continued from page 2

The Bourne Supremacy 12/7/04
Dodgeball:  A True Underdog Story       12/7/04
Maria Full of Grace 12/7/04
Princess Diaries:
The Royal Engagement 12/14/04
I, Robot 12/14/04
Anything But Love 12/14/04
Collateral 12/14/04
The Door in the Floor  12/14/04
Napoleon Dynamite 12/21/04
Anacondas: The Hunt for the
Blood Orchid 12/21/04
Danny Deckchair 12/21/04
De-Lovely 12/21/04
The Manchurian Candidate 12/21/04
Shaun of the Dead 12/21/04
Two Brothers 12/21/04
Garden State 12/28/04
Anchorman: The Legend of
Ron Burgundy 12/28/04
Open Water 12/28/04
Harold & Kumar Go To White Castle       1/4/05
Little Black Book 1/4/05
Troy 1/4/05
Without a Paddle 1/11/05
The Village 1/11/05
Friday Night Lights 1/18/05
Cellular 1/18/05
Catwoman 1/18/05
The Cookout 1/18/05
Sky Captain and the
World of Tomorrow 1/25/05
Alien vs. Predator 1/25/05
First Daughter 1/25/05
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S T A T I S T I C S

Year-To-Date Box-Office
YEAR-TO-DATE  340 days starting Thursday January 1, through Sunday, December 5, 2004

Average ticket price for 2004 is estimated
Year Avg. Ticket Ticket Price Total Gross % Changes vs. Attendance % Change

Price Change Previous Year vs. Previous Year
2004 $6.25 3.65% $8,768,417,690 1.10% 1,402,946,830 -2.48%
2003 $6.03 3.97% $8,672,974,986  0.13% 1,438,304,309 -3.69%
2002 $5.80 2.65% $8,861,849,837 – 1,493,422,386     –

~Source: Exhibitor Relations Co.

Buena Vista
Christina Nedelec

Christina.nedelec@disney.com
Nayery Markarian

nayery.markarian@disney.com
One sheets & trailers can be ordered

from Technicolor

DreamWorks
Eric Tabak

etabak@dreamworks.com or
818/695-7758 for materials

One-sheets & trailers can be ordered
from Technicolor

Focus Features
Eric Carr

818-777-8840
eric.carr@focusfeatures.com

Fox/Fox Searchlight
Fox Fulfillment

Materials Hotline 800-FOX-0010
Materials Fax line 818-785-3077

www.FoxExhibitor.com

FOX REWARDS
Fox Rewards Enrollment & Hotline

888-FOX-9330
www.FoxRewards.com

Lions Gate Entertainment
Mike Polydoros

Ph 310/255-3719
mpolydoros@lgecorp.com

Demetri Panos
Ph 310/255-4038

dpanos@lgecorp.com
Fax 310/255-3730

MGM
Tony Cheng – Tcheng@mgm.com

Brett Fellman – Bfellman@mgm.com
One-sheets & trailers can be

ordered from Technicolor.

Paramount
Bill Saugez or Chris Chouinard
PARAMOUNTPROGRESS.COM

New Line/Fine Line
kristina.warner@newline.com
zach.beebee@newline.com
vinele.grana@newline.com

Sony Pictures
All materials can be ordered at
www.sonypicturesreleasing.com

or by phone: 877/Deluxe6

Universal
www.exhibitorrelations.com

Warner Bros
Bill Smith

Bill.smith@warnerbros.com

Exhibitor Relations
Contact Information

“What are your two or three most favorite leisure-time activities?”
A recent Harris Poll appearing in the Wall Street Journal shows going to the movies

as the fourth most favorite leisure-time activity overall and the #1 activity outside the
home among a nationwide cross section of adults.

1995 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Reading 28% 28% 30% 27% 31% 28% 26% 24% 35%

TV watching 25 19 21 22 23 20 15 17 21

Spending time
with family/kids 12 12 13 12 14 12 11 17 20

Going to movies 8 7 8 8 6 7 6 7 10

Fishing 10 12 11 13 9 12 8 9 8

Computer
activities 2 3 3 7 6 7 4 5 7

Gardening 9 11 14 15 13 10 8 6 6

Renting movies 5 5 3 4 5 4 3 3 6

Walking 8 8 7 9 8 6 4 4 6

Exercise
(aerobics, weights) 2 4 3 3 6 5 4 6 6

Listening to music 5 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 6

Entertaining 7 3 5 3 2 1 2 3 5

Hunting 4 4 4 6 3 3 3 4 5

Playing team
sports 9 9 9 8 5 5 7 6 5

Shopping 3 3 3 4 3 4 2 4 5
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❖❖❖

The Motion Picture Association of America’s movie rating system approached its 36th Anniversary with a
new survey that indicates parents continue to give it overwhelming support. The survey conducted annually
by the Opinion Research Council of Princeton, N.J., shows that 82% of parents with children under 13
find the system to be a “very” to ”fairly” useful tool in helping them decide what movies they would like
their children to see or not to see. This year’s approval rating is the highest in the history of the rating
system.
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